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MCA is sponsoring a
daily worship service
The Maine Christian Association
is sponsoring a joint worship at
1:00 p.m. daily from January 18
until January 25th. It will be a
twenty-minute informal meeting held
in Drummond Chapel, on the third
floor of the Memorial Union.
Each day there will be a different, non-clerical speaker. All
speakers for the meetings have been
arranged except for the last service
which is still undecided.
This is not just a local effort, but
a national attempt for prayers for

fin

Christian Unity. The program was
initiated by the National Council
of Churches, the Bishop's Council
of Roman Catholic, and the World
Council of Churches. It is basically
a community-wide effort, and services are being held in many regions
of the country, not exclusively on
college campuses.

IC

Reverend John Pickering. MCA
co-ordinator for the worship on
this campus, feels that the program
is a significant step toward the consolidation of Christian beliefs.

National magazine
interviews Hartgen
*Today's Are, a national magazine recently pablished an article
about Vincent A. Hartgen, head of
the art department.
The article views Hartgen—the
man and the artist, and is graced
with pictures of his paintings "Voice
of the Sea." "Promontory-Maine
Coast," "Ice Forest.' and -SnowSwept."
Writer Ralph Fabri said of Hartgen, "As a professor of art, he has
carried the world of modern art to
Maine: as a creatise artist, he has
carried Maine to other parts of the
world in his paintings."
Also included in the article is an

CAREERS
IN STEEL

enlightening step-by-step demonstration of Hartgen doing a watercolor
painting. As Fabri phrased it, "If
you love pretty, picture-postcard
scenery, Vincent Hartgen is not
your man. If, however, you appreciate drama, the often subtle
changes caused by the weather and
the seasons: if you like to feel
identified with what you see, his
paintings are the stuff for you . . .
they are painted for the joy of
rendering an esthetically beautiful
and magnificent view of nature."
Fabri considers the artist a "perfect combination of the topnotch
artist-teacher."

Monday thru Friday
7:30 A.M. • 6:00 P.M.
Saturday
7:30 A.m. - 5:30 P.M.

NOTICE

Fogler Library at the University
of Maine contains about 400,000
books and pamphlets.

errH4Htm
STEtL

Our representative
will be on campus

February 7
to interview undergraduate
and graduate candidates for
Bethlehem's 1966 Loop
Course training program.
OPPORTUNITIES are
available for men interested
in steel plant operations,
sales, research, mining, accounting, and other activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and
other engineering specialties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, and liberal
arts.
If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.

the big time last spring with their recording of
'Hang On Sloopy.' This pre-final fling is sponsored
by the Sophomore class and tickets are on sale
outside the Den.

Mid-year graduation
speaker is Speicher
Dr. Benjamin R. Speicher will be
the featured speaker at the University of Maine's first mid-winter
commencement in 11 years. He is
a Professor of zoology and 1964
recipient of the Distinguished Professor Award.
The commencement exercises are
scheduled for Jan. 22 at 7:45 p.m.,
at Hauck Auditorium. 190 degrees will be awarded at this time.
The mid-winter commencement has
been planned to take the pressure
off the June graduation. Some 1000

MORRISON'S
BARBER SHOP

•••

BABY TURN ON YOUR LOVE-LIGHT—The McCoys will be crooning from their hit tune 'Fever'
at a
bination dance and concert in the gym
tomorrow night from 8 to 10 p.m. The group hit

Two Barbers to Serve You
ORONO
ON MILL ST. ON THE LEFT
between Bradford's Real Estate
and Goldsmith's Real Estate

The Maims Campus will not
publish an edition during the
week of final examinations.
The next issue will be Feb. 3.

students are expected to get diplomas then.
Since the ceremonies are slated
to occur four days before final examinations, graduates attending will
be given empty folders. Thus, if
some of those scheduled to graduate have difficulties with final exams, they will make up the credits
necessary and receive their diplomas in June. All others will receive diplomas after the final examinations.
Twenty - four faculty members
%%ill participate in the commencement, each representing a department that has a graduate. An informal reception is planned in the
Main Lounge of the Memorial

Union following the graduation exercises.
Prof. Speicher, born at Swatow,
China, is a 1929 graduate of Denison University at Granville, Ohio.
He received his Masters in zoology
in 1931 and Ph.D. in genetics in
1933 from the University of Pitts
burgh.
In 1937 he came to U-M as an
instructor of zoology and in 1942
was made head of the department.
He voluntarily retired from the post
several years ago to devote full
time to teaching and research.
Prof. Speicher is a consultant to
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

the maine

CALENDAR
REDUCTIONS
WINTER JACKETS

FRIDAY
MUAB Movie, Where Love Has
Gone, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
McCoy Concert, Memorial Gymnasium, 8 p.m.

ALL STYLES

MONDAY
Final Exams Begin

REDUCED UP TO 20q

TV

CORDUROY SLACKS
LEE LEISURES

lop Value

Sets

YOU DOWN?
TAKE A

GE

ALL HEIGHTS

WEDNESDAY
MUAB Hot Cocoa Hour, 3-4 p.m.

EXAM GET

S4.98

GIRLS' SNOW BOOTS

TUESDAY
MUAB Hot Cocoa Hour, 3-4 p.m.

Tele Vision

ALL COLORS
NOW ONLY

SATURDAY
Classes end, 12 noon
MUAB Movie, The Boy Ten
Feet Tall, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
MUAB Dance, Discotheque

BREAK
RCA

AT THE

ALUMNI

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Pmgress Program

ALL REDUCED

ROOM

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE

UNIVERSITY

OLD TOWN

Emerson

MOTOR INN
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U-M debaters capture Winter
first place in tournament
U-M debaters aigued their way
into first place last Saturday in a
Novice Debate Tournment held at
the University of Maine in Portland.
The undefeated nagative team of
Gary E. Smith and Charles Spencer
%%On from Colby College, Suffolk
University, and Emerson College.
Joseph Pietroski and Bruce Fleming
t,,ok. the affirmative side and won
from Gorham State College and
Bates. They lost to Saint Anselm's
for an overall negative and affirms,
tke team total of five wing, one loss.

IC

Pietroski and Fleming won the
best affirmative team award and
Smith tied for first place in the best
negative speaker competition.
The second negative team of
Richard Dodge and Carol Jane
Smith won from Husson and Bates
and lust to Saint Ansehn's. The second affirmative team of Beaverly
Persky and Alan Shm is won from
U.M.P. and lost to Farmington
State College and Colby, for an
over-all total of three wins, three

losses.
The novice team ran up an eight

s%in - four loss record at UMP, and
a six ssin - four loss record at the
Saint Anselin's College Novice Debate Tournament held December
10-11 in Manchester, New Hampshire.
Maine vaisity debate team took
the third place four-man team trophy at Tufts University held December 3-1 with an eight win - four
loss record.
The next sarsity debate competition will take place the first week
of the second semester at Harvard
University.

Carnival notice

During the week following semester break, each fraternity and
men's dorm will be asked for four
nominations for Winter Carnival
Queen.
Each sorority and women's dorm
nil be asked for four nominations

for King. The nominations will be
limited to sophomores. Juniors, and
seniors.
The final candidates will be chosen by the Winter Carnival Committee on the basis of the nominations from the living areas.

ARE YOU AFRAID OF
HAVING YOUR GRADES
SENT TO YOUR PARENTS?
send them to

CRAIG THE TAILOR

ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, MATHEMATICIANS: Explore the unique opport
unities at
recording of
is sponsored
are on sale

National Security Agency
•

... where special programs encourage rapid professional advancement
for the engineer, scientist and mathematician launching his career.

raduation ex-

Unequaled Facilities and Equipment
In a near-academic atmosphere, NSA scientists and
engineers enjoy the most fully-instrumented laboratories and use of advanced computer and other
equipment, some found nowhere else in the world.
Skilled clerical and technical support will free
you to concentrate on the most cha!lenging aspects
of your projects, and thus help speed your professional growth.

at Swatow,
late of Dentinville. Ohio
rs in zoology
genetics in
sity of Pitts-

U-M as an
and in 1942
department.
'rom the post
devote full
-esearch.
consultant to
I Laboratory.

Outstanding Colleagues
You will work alongside people of enormously
varied backgrounds and intellectual interests, over
500 of whom hold advanced degrees.

4

NSA is a scientific and technological community
unique in the United States, perhaps in the world.
Unique in its mission, its operation, its requirements . .. unique, too, in the scope of opportunity
it affords a young scientist or engineer beginning
his career.
A separate agency functioning within the Department of Defense, NSA is responsible for developing

r Boy Ten
,:30 p.m.

:heque

mr, 3-4 p m.

)ur, 3-4 pm,

N?

Liberal Personnel Policies, Attractive
Location

"secure" fl., invulnerable) communications systems
to transmit and receive vital information. Within
this area, which encompasses the whole field of
tryptology—the science of codes and ciphers—NSA
project teams pursue a broad spectrum of investigations taking them well beyond many known and
accepted boundaries of knowledge. Beginning with
bask research, these investigations progress through
applied research, development and design, prototype
engineering, and on into various phases of applications engineering.
At NSA you might specialize in any or several of
these sectors, depending on your talents and special
Interests:
ENGINEERING. Antenna/transmitter/receiver
design ... high speed computers (digital and analog)
... transistor circuitry . . . advanced radio communications techniques ... microwave conununicalions . . . audio and video recording devices . . .
ayogenic studies and applications ... Integrated
circuitry . . . microminiaturization.
PHYSICS. Solid state Cbasic and applied) . . . nuclear magnetic resonance phenomena . . . electromagnetic propagation . . . upper atmosphere
phenomena . . . superconductivity and cryogenics
rh_D. graduates only).
MATHEMATICS. Statistical mathematics ... matrix
algebra . . . finite fields . . probability . . . combinatorial analysis.
programming and symbolic
logic

IN-HOUSE TRAINING. The new NSA employee
first attends a six-week general orientation program,
followed by a period of specialized classroom study
designed to broaden familiarity with an area or
areas of heavy NSA concern (e. g., communications
theory, cryptanalysis, computer logic and analysis,
solid state physics). Formal study is complemented
by on-the-job training, as you work and leam under
the guidance and direction of highly experienced
associates.
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, TRAVEL. The
agency fosters a climate of recognition and advancement for its young professionals by encouraging
participation in professional association affairs, and
assisting you to attend national meetings, seminal%
and conferences as well as visit other research facilities where related work is underway—governmerit, university and industrial — throughout the
United States.

Researchers at NSA also receive constant stimulus
from outside the agency. To assist in certain program
areas, NSA often calls on special boards of consultants—outstanding scientists and engineers from industry and academic centers as well as from other
government agencies.

Career Development Opportunities
Your professional growth and earning posser expand
from the day you join NSA, without having to accumulate years of "experience." NSA career development is orderly and swift; substantial salary increases
follow as you assume more and more responsibility.
A number of NSA career development programs
help shorten the time when you can contribute at
your maximum potential. These programs inclucie:
ADVANCED STUDY. NSA; liberal graduate study
program affords you the opportunity to pumas
part-time study up to eight hours each semester
anclior one semester Of snore of full-time graduate
study at full salary. Nearly all academic costs are
pakd by NSA. whose proximity to seven universities
offering a wealth of advanced courses and seaman
Is an additional asset.

NSA policies relating to vacations, insurance and
retirement are fair and liberal. You ernoy the benefits of Federal employment without the necessity of
Civil Service certification.
Located between Washington and Baltimore. NSA
is also near the Chesapeake Bay, ocean beaches, ski
resorts and other popular summer and winter recreation areas, not to mention the vaned leisure-orne
attractions of the nation's capital itself. The location
permits your choice of city, suburban or country
living.

Campus Interviews—
Check Now for Dates!
Representatives of the National Security Agency srN
conduct interviews on campus soon. Check with
your Placement office as soon as possible to scheduie
an appointment

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue. MAIL
Washington, D.0 20016
An equal opportunity employer
.. where Imagination re dm maenad grallficatlaw
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Concert praised as 'genial affair'
by D. H. Fitz-Clarence

"If we think to regulate printing, we must regulate all re-.
creations and pastimes, all that
is delightful to man. No music
must be heard, no song be Set
Or sung ..."
John :Milton: Areopagitica
The concert last Friday evening
given by Richard Jacobs and Kathryn Ann Foley in the new recita
l

hall in Lord Hall tended to be a
genial affair. Mr. Jacobs, on clarinet. and Miss Foley, his accompanist, seem to have established that
essential rapport and balance neces
sary to render a felicitous and
enjoyable performance featuring an
instrument less frequently employed in

extended solo work because of its
limited tonal and emotional capar
it y.
Centering their program aroun
d

Past
Present

modern compositions--with, howis pictorial, the earlier romantic
ever, a charming retrospection to Schu
mann is personal- spontaneous,
Schumann's Phantasiestucke — they with
an individualism highly lyrical
peformed works by the English ro- and
warm. Sc humann had a great
manticist Arnold Bax, Henri Tomasi fondn
ess, affinity perhaps, for the
and Bernhard Heiden.
German romantic poets of his time.
flax immersed his Irish spirit in The
Phantasiestucke is a good exthe mystic landscape of the Celtic
emplar of the sunlit side of his poetmind. Mr Jacobs, his tone langorous
ic nature, being all health, all happiand full of mists, made that
land- ness.
scape almost observable.
Tomasi's "Introduction et Danse"
1Vhere the late romanticist
flax ‘‘as a rather strange thing
, leaving

The Company's first engine,the Wasp
,took
to the air on May 5,1926. Within a year
the
Wasp set Its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots highe
r,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.

L WhiinotY AlACRArr TECHNICAL
POPLR.ATiON 55 YEARS
I
I
Ji.CTED GROWTH
.1
- • I

,
Priem,
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SrAeKrtr

utfecnnit41 poptaigion,

.1-Oa tO;

and

rJà'Future

.11S, -

7550

5962

5966 4
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Take a look at the above chart; then
a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—whe
re technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing
challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and
scientists are recognized as the major reason for
the Company's continued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-bro
adening avenues of
energy conversion for every envi
ronment.., all opening
up nem avenues of exploration
In every field of aerospace, marine and Industrial
power application. The
technical staff working on thes
e programs, backed by
Management's determination to
provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scien
tific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm
foothold In the current land, sea, air and space prog
rams so vital to our
country's future. The list of
achievements amassed
by our technical staff is-a veritable
list of firsts in the
development of compact power
plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted
the United States
to a position of world leadership
In aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievem
ents have enabled
the Company be obtain Its current
position of leader-

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liqui
d hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned
early responslbility. You'll find the spread of Pratt &Whitney
Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical
talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional grow
th further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Grad
uate Education Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS
or PhD in:
MECHANIC

AL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEM
ICAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTR
Y • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEER
ING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.

For further information concerning a career with
Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college plac
ement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engi
neering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East
Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER ...POWER FOR
PROPUI SiON—POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILI
ZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARI
NE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
COMNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST
HARTFORD, CONNECTICU
T
FLORIDA OPIXATION1 MST PAU/ BLAC
K FLORIDA

.
I

the audience (to the amusement of
the performers) dangling in the air
at the end, as the clarinet drew out
the hazy tone of its middle A to
somewhere in the distance. The
whole aspect was rather macabre- the full, ominous tones of the clarinet's lower register alternating with
the eerie sound of its highest notes

'•

in rhythms persistent and stupifying.
The program notes for the concert observed that the final movement of Heiden's Sonatina "might
well bear the label mit humor." Certainly the audience could not reStrain its humor when the long
string of Mr. Jacobs' swab (a devic
e
for cleaning the instrument) fell
dangling down from his waist-coat

In recent years, planes powered by
Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gon• on to
set
new standards of performance In much
the
same way as the Wasp had done In
the
1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative
of
the new family of short-to-medium range
Jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples
of
current military utilizations are the
J58.
powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recent
ly
established four world aviation recor
ds and
the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variab
legeometty fighter aircraft.

•

Orono, M.
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MacCambell said he would be
willing to continue the midni
ght
policy in the reserve room next semester if enough students respond
in
the next two weeks.
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humor, too, as he and Miss Foley
took their several bows was evident.
Admission was free.
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r,Kitn, and reference desk will be
open until midnight, now throu
gh
exams, announced Dr. James Mac
Cambell, university librarian.
In cooperation with this, AWS
will give girls automatic 12:00 fates
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week. If enough girls take advan
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in
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Library policies change;
MacCampbell places guard
All library books must be returned by Jan. 17 or the borrower
will face a fine of 250 per day.
This is in accordance with the
policy announced by the library at
the beginning of the semester. Over
30,000 books will come due on
this day. In addition to this, about
one-third of the books absent from
the stacks are not signed for.
Borrowers of overdue books will
receive a notice at the end of one
week. After two weeks they will receive a bill for the fine, the price of
the book and $1.50 cataloging fee
for the new book. If the bill is
not paid it will be sent to the Treasurer's office where it must be paid
before the student can graduate.
Since students have not cooperat-

ed with the new policies, Dr. MacCampbell, head of the library, has
announced some changes. A four
week limit will be placed on borrowing of books. A guard will be
placed at the exit and a turnstyle
at the entrance to prevent students
from leaving without signing out
library material.
"We are one of the last university
libraries to guard against stealing,"
MacCampbell explained. More than
$10,000 worth of books are lost
every year, and many are out of
print and cannot be replaced. The
library realizes most of the time
that this is simple forgetfulness.
The main purpose of the guard will
be to remind students to sign their
books out."

Interviews for seniors
going full speed ahead
Job interviews for seniors are
well underway now with representatives from firms all over the
country sojourning to the campus
to discuss benefits and examine
qualifications.
Today, Allis - Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, manufacturer of electrical and mechanical equipment
will be holding interviews on campus. Also interviewing are International Paper Company, New
York. N. Y.. paper manufacturing;
United Aircraft Corporation, Norwalk, Connecticut, electronics systems; Raytheon Company, Lexington, Massachusetts, electronics.
Firms bolding interviews on Friday include McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, N. Y. 3,
college textbook division; Phoenix
of Hartford Insurance Company,
property and casualty insurance;
Union Carbide Corporation. Cleveland, Ohio. consumer carbon products: U.S. Stc:1 Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania, production of
steel items.
Farrel
Corporation, Ansonia,
Connecticut, machine and equipment manufacturer; Hotel Corporation of America, Boston, Massachusetts, hotel management; M. W.
Kellogg Company, New York,

RAY

NORA HITCHINGS

NANCY PERIIAM

Three women students from
U-M's Orono campus and one from
UMP will leave for Washington,
D.C. Feb. 1 to participate in the
six-month Congressional Intern program.
The department of history and

government selected Nora Hitchings, a history and government
major from Caribou, to work on
Senator Edmund S. Muslcie's (D.Me.) subcommittee on inter-governmental activities; Nancy Perham, a history and government

Maine Tax Assessor was heard
at Dr. Dow's government class
Dow, head of the Department of
History and Government. The
Maine Government class meets once
weekly to hear various guest lecturers speak on topics related to
Maine's educational, social, and
cultural development. The course
was designed by Doctor Dow, who
has taught the class since its conception in the late Forties.

fill Carets

UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Covets

THIBODEAU'S

TYDOL

CHEVRON

Barber Shop

NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE

AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE

8-6 Fri. and Sat.

WINTER

DELCO BATTERIES

Closed Mondays

TUNE-UPS

and

866-2538

INSPECTION
866-2311

Exrert Barbering

(:II ERYL MeLAUGHLIN

Four U-M women will depart
for Washington next spring

N. Y., industrial construction;
United Aircraft Research Lab.,
East Hartford, Connecticut, development in air and space science.
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce. Fenner,
and Smith, Inc., Nev. York, N. Y..
investment company; New York
Ernest H. Johnson, State Tax
Port Authority, rail, truck, bus, Assessor,
spoke today at a meeting
shipping facilities and operation; of the
University's Maine GovernNew York State Department of ment class.
Mr. Johnson spoke on
Civil Service, Albany, N. Y., social the Bureau
of Taxation, and a queswork.
tion and answer period followed
the talk.
Mr. Johnson's talk was part of a
Students interested in becoming lecture series arranged for the
music teachers and supervisors in course by Professor Edward F.
public and private schools may
major in music education at the
THE CHALET
University of Maine.

major from West Paris, to work in
the office of Freshman Representative William D. Hathaway (D.
Me.); Cheryl McLaughlin, a government major from North Berwick, to work in Senator Muskies
office.
Mary Durgin from UN1P will
work in the office of Representative
Stanley R. Tupper (R.-Me.)
1 he interns will work from Feb.
1 until June 30 and will receive
six credit hours plus a S1,000
stipend. The stipend is provided
primarily by each office and in part
by the National Center for Education in Politics.
The competitive program, open
to juniors, is a first-hund study of
the national legislatire process and
the function of the legi,laturu. It
requires readings and reports by
the students in addition to their
staff wok.

8-5:30 Tues.-Thurs.

FOUR BARBERS DAILY
35 No. Main St., Old Town
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NOTICE

Each year at the start of the second semester, some confus
ion and difficulty arise in respect to students
who have been dismissed from the University by
action of the Committee on Academic Standing. This occurs
largely because the period of time between the Commit
tee's action and the start of the semester is so brief and
because it is not easy to contact all students involved. It
is the purpose of this notice to clarify the procedures
which are to be followed this year and thus,
hopefully, to reduce the amount of inconvenience.
The Committee on Academic Standing will meet on
meeting action will be taken on academic dismissal suspenSaturday, January 29th in the afternoon. At this
dean will undertake on Saturday afternoon, Januar 29th,sion, and probation. The office of each academic
y
between the hours of four and six P.M. to notify
each student who has been dismissed or suspended from
the University. Every reasonable attempt will be
made to reach each student by telephone. It is realized that
involved. It is emphasized, therefore, that the primary respons it may prove impossible to reach every student
ibility in each case rests with the individual student. Each student who feels uncertain about his possibl
e academic status should consult with his dean or adviser prior to leaving the campus after completion of final
examin
to the office of his academic dean the telephone connection at ations. Each such student should make known
29th. This procedure, if followed, should reduce the inconv which he can be reached on Saturday, January
eniences and difficulties which have arisen for some
students in the past.
In addition, the Registrar's Office will be open on Sunday
11:00 and 1:00-5:00 P.M. to receive telephone calls from those, January 30th, between the hours of 9:00wishing to inquire about action of the Committee on Academic Standing. Any student may call at this
time if he desires information on this subject.
It also needs to be emphasized that students who are in the proces
s of transfer from one college to another
should observe the same precautions and follow the proced
ure suggested above.
A student who is dismissed from the University of Maine is not permit
ted to enroll in any university program of any type until at least one full year has elapsed. A studen
t
who
suspended may not enroll in any
is
university program until at least one semester has elapsed. Readmi
or suspended is not automatic. Students must apply for readmi ssion of students who have been dismissed
ssion; applications should be submitted to the
Director of Admissions.
January 11, 1966

WALT BANTZ (E.E.)
of the '63 Bethlehem
"Loop" Course is an
engineer at our new,
$50-million research
laboratories. He's typical
of young men on the move
at Bethlehem SteeL
Seniors and graduate
students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, research,
sales, mining, accounting.
and other activities.
For detailed information.
pick up a copy of our
book,"Queers with
Bethlehem Steel and this
Loop Ooluse," at your
Plamornit Office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans far
F mns. Prawn's,

BETHLEHEM
STEEL ffi

1
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The first sale of the year with the greatest selection we've
ever shown. Look below for a few of the outstanding values.
Then shop and save today.

YOU' REALLY SAVE
DURING THE YEAR'S
BIGGEST SALE!

11111.

Group of
. ,

Wool Jumpers

Sale will continue into next week.

Car

for this sale

AMA.

OPEN
Thurs. & Fri. I
Evenings until 9

•
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u.N Remember the Huge Savings

BUY NOW AT THIS END-OF-THE-HOLIDAY SEASON SALE!

H. M. GOLDSMITH'S
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H. M. GOLDSMITH'S

Pr"

Values to 9.00
[J1IC

All at Reduced
Prices

-

OLD TOWN

Sale will continue into next week.

from ' A to 12 off
some only 2.00

Ladies Winter Coats from 10.00
Wool Skirts
from 2.00 to 8.97

Ladies Slacks now from 2.00 to 9.00

Every item is of high quality merchandise.
Take
advantage now and SAVE $$$ on these.

SAVE ON ENTIRE STOCK

Remember the Huge Savings
in our
Infants, Children's Departments

rusesumi
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Issues in review
Disciplinary action —
The University of Maine is not a leader
in student discipline; in truth it is a member of a suppressive minority and denies
its students some of the traditional "rightN"
of judicial procedure.
The information used here is taken from
the UCLA Law Review Vol. 10, No. 2,from
the article Procedural Due Process and
State University Students by W. W. Van
Alstyne, Associate Professor of Law, The
Ohio State University.
The following 5 points are those granted
to those accused of "even petty criminal"
offenses.
1."43%" of state colleges "do not provide students with a clear and specific list
which describes" offenses subject to discipline—example, the University of Maine.
2."53% do not provide a written statement of the charge" against them before
the hearing (we use the term "hearing"
loosely) —example, the University of
Maine.
3. '3.30% do not allow the student
charges to be accompanied by an adviser of
his choice during the hearing" — example,
very definitely, the University of Maine.
4. "26% do not allow the student to
question informants or witnesses called
against him" — example, the University of
Maine.
5. One point which Van Alstyne does not
mention. the -University of Maine does not
require a student to be present at his "hearing." The administration allows the student
to be present at the "hearing," but in fact
the Deans discourage such attendance.

In all but one of the points mentioned
above the University is in the minority of
state institutions, which types our judicial
practice as antiquated.
What is the administration's excuse for
this? According to John Stewart, dean of
men, they are guiding the student, not
disciplining or punishing him, which is of
course why their review board is called the
Committee on Student Discipline.
Van Alstyne takes exception to this
"gray haired father" excuse. He states that
dismissal from a University can result in
"cutting a student off from any further educational opportunities and admission to
the profession of his choice, and stigmatizing him in community." Expensive guidance....
There are few legal cases to support the
students' civil right to have counsel, to
hear the witnesses brought against him, or
provide him with a written statement of
charges. However, in one case, Dixon v.
Alabama State Board of Education, a system of due process for students was outlined. They included:
1. A statement of specific charges and
grounds.
2. A hearing must be more than an "informal interview" with an administrative
authority and must preserve the "rudiments of an adversary proceeding."
Will this trend in university judicial
processing affect the University of Maine?
Probably not. But it is within the Administration's power to upgrade our system. It
would be a nice thing to do, a decent
thing.

March on Washington

LI

Library succumbs
The library has finally been forced to do what it has tried to
avoid. Thievery in the library has made it necessary to place
guards on the door.
The guard will be placed on duty in July. All doors except
the main entrances will be locked. Entrance will be through turnstiles, the guard will check all books and briefcases of those leaving
the library.
Maine has one of the few libraries in the country without a
security system. The problem of attrition has arrived at the point
where it must be met head on. Head librarian, James MacCampbel
l
estimates last year's loss at a conservative $10,000.
Librarians at the circulation desk estimate that they are unable to fill one third of requests for books.
An expensive book on ballet was recently found with numerous pictures of ballerinas neatly removed. Ninety pages were ripped
out of a scarce 1942 edition of a biology journal. The journa
l
be impossible to replace as printings of wartime editons was will
severely limited.
The problem of replacing stolen and "misplaced" books cannot be measured only in dollar and cents terms. The time
effort on the part of the staff to replace lost books is consid and
Most of the books in the library deal with subject matter erable.
and
produced in small numbers. They go out of print rapidly. are
missing books must be replaced with second hand edition Most
s. In
order to find rare copies, the library employs the services of search
ing agencies in the United States and England. Often it takes
years
to find certain replacements, some are never found.
Last year the General Student Senate formed a special committee to conduct a campaign to halt book theft. The
campaign
was highly successful, many missing volumes including
twenty
volumes of encyclopedias came back. However, the
publicity
campaigns cannot be expected to solve the problem adequa
tely in
the long run.
It is unfortunate that the library has had to resort to
tighter
security measures but there is no alternative.

On campus

A `no-no'
By K.M. Wasylyshya

We've all heard the fairytale. It half empty.
Surprising? I doubt it.
rambles through visions about the Hypocritical?
Perhaps.
future—a future of excitements,
Those in authoritarian positions
challenges, good times and casual well know
that students drink—and
clothes. Like any other young, col- drink often.
In answer, some
lege-bound kid, you probably only actually deviate
from the hard and
half-listened to it—missing the qual- fast regulat
Editor's note:
ion and suggest "discrethis implies. It is to safeguard what
ifiers
meagere
about
st
late
of
securit
hours
y
of
hard work tion" as a solution to this conflict
systems, West
The following are excerpts they consider American interest
s Germany has had nuclear weapons and necessary adjustments. But betwee
n personal behavior advocatfrom a speech delivered by Carl around the world against
revolu- in her hands for the past six years. that was all right, you learned about
ed in the homes and regulations on
Ogelsby. chairman of the Stu- tion and revolutionary
change,
them
soon
enough.
What do you make of it?
campus.
dents for Democratic Society at which they always call Commu
nism
the March on Washington, No- —as if it were that. In the
The tail-spinners failed to include
Some will make of it that I overHurray for these realistic ones,
case of
vember 27, 1965.
Viet Nam, this interest is, first, the draw the matter. Many will ask: the truth of certain social limita- however, the ability to be discreet
Not so long ago, I considered principle that revolution shall not What about the other side? To be tions to which one would have to has evolved into a barrage of sly
myself a liberal. And if someone be tolerated anywhere, and second sure, there is the bitter ugliness of conform if he desired to become a schemes which are nothing more
had asked me what I meant by that South Viet Nam shall never Czechoslovakia. Poland, those in- respected member of a university than deliberate violations of the
that, I'd perhaps have quoted sell its rice to China—or even to famous tanks of Hungary. But my community. Conformity, however, dry policy. Oddly enough, most
anger only rises to hear some say is not the issue. It is, rather, one students who are drinking do NOT
Thomas Jefferson or Thomas Paine, North Viet Nam.
that sorrow cancels sorrow, or that which revolves around conflict—a hesitate and think, "I'm breaking a
who first made plain our nation's
There is simply no such thing
this one's shame deposits in that conflct of behavioral patterns.
University regulation . . .
unprovisional commitment to hu- now, for us, as a just revolut
They
ion. one's account the right to shameman rights. But what do you think Never mind that, for two-thi
Students attending Maine are not do not for the simple reason that
rds of fulness.
would happen if these two heroes the world's people, the
to drink alcoholic beverages—such drinking is a social experience. It's
twentieth
far from a "no-no." It doesn't
Let's stare our situation coldly are banned from the campus.
could sit down now for a chat with century might just as well
Ironbe the in the face.
All of us are born to ically enough, in order for students necessarily mean they're an irrethe President or McGeorge Bundy? Stone Age; never mind the
melting
They would surely talk of the poverty and hopelessness that are the colossus of history, our Ameri- to become part of the "in-crowds," sponsible element lacking in morals.
Viet Nam War. Our dead revolu- the basic facts of life for most can corporate system —in many i.e. the social mainstream of the If you disagree, look to your campus leaders and tell me none of them
ways, an awesome organism. There campus, they are expecte
tionaries would soon wonder why modern men.
d to and
drink. And of course, there are
is one fact that describes it: with should drink to have "a good
our country was fighting what aptime." many
This country, with its thirty-some about 5 per cent
who have reached the pinof the world's There are many, especially freshpeared to be a revolution. The liv- years of
liberalism, can send 200,- people, we consume half the world's men who are
ing liberals would hotly deny that 000 young
unable to handle the nacle of maturity-21 and THEY
men to Viet Nam to kill goods. We take a richness
that is dicotomous situation wisely. These. may openly tip while they socialize
it is one: there are troops coming in and die
in the most dubious of in good part not our own,
and we for the most part, get drunk when- —off-campus, that is.
from outside, they sent arms from wars, but
it cannot get 100 voter put it in our pockets, our
Students are not fooling anyone.
garages, ever they attempt drinking; they
other countries, most of the people registrars
to go into Mississippi.
our split-levels, our bellies, and our throw shows; they make
are not on their side, and they pracvomiting Administrators are not naive. It is
futures.
What do you make of it?
fools of themselves; they're miser- unfortunate that the latter are intice terror against their own.
The financial burden of the war
On the face of it, it is a crime ably hung over the next day. These hibited by conservative, and in this
What would our dead revolu- obliges us
case unrealistic elements, the state
to cut millions from an that so few should have so much people shouldn't be drinking.
tionaries answer? They might say, already
legislature in particular. (However,
pathetic War on Poverty at the expense of so many. Where
Also
included in this social main- the
what fools and bandits, sir, you budget.
But in almost the same is the moral imagination so abused stream,
Democratic landslide may help
and on the outer fringe of update
make them out of us. Outside help? breath,
Congress appropriates $140 as to call this just?
much of the antiquate thinkit, there are countless others—stuDo you remember Lafayette? Or million for
ing behind Maine legislation). It
the Lockheed and BoePerhaps many of us feel a bit un- dents who drink and enjoy themthe three thousand British freighters ing Compan
is unfortunate that they must preies to compete with easy in
our sleep; we are not, after selves. They are not drinking to
the French navy sunk for our side? each other
tend to play the cat and souse
on the supersonic trans- all, a
get
drunk;
cruel
men
people.
are
not
And
pumpin
perhaps
g game.
What the National Liberation port project—that Disneyland crea- we
don't really need this super- their dates full of beer so advances
Front is fighting in Viet Nam is a tion that will cost us all about 52
The fairytale is very much condomina
will
be
nce
recipro
that
cated;
deforms others. But
they are not
vicious and complex war. The war billion before its done.
what can we do? The investments obnoxious; and they often come cerned with something called acais also a revolution, as honest as
What do you make of it?
are made. The plants abroad are from homes where they have been demic freedom. Educators mainthey come. And this is a fact which
We have been earnestly resistin
built. Our system exists. One is allowed to drink since they were tain the right to it; often many find
g
all our intricate denials will never for some .,ears
now the idea of swept up in it. How intolerable—to eighteen. However, the fact re- refuge in it. What of a social freechange.
dom? Not one that would permit
putting atomic weapons into West be born moral but addicte
d to a mains that they are breaking a
stolen and maybe surplus luxury. strict University regulation. Per- fornication on the lawns, etc.—but
But it doesn't make any differ- German hands, thu.s perpetu
ating
Our goodness threatens to become haps, if the administration were to one that would permit the course
ence to our leaders anyway. Their the division of
Europe. Now just counter
of mature recreation which on colfeit before our eyes —unless suspend all those who had
aim is really much simpler than this week we find
"in- lege campuses, for
out that, with the we change.
one, involves
dulged," they would find their halls social
drinking.

SDS speaks

By Carl Oglesby
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lo the Editor:
In the December 16th issue of
the Campus under "Voice of the
)) readers" remarks were made
by one
anonymous student that he was
"getting a bit tired of the heart
and flowers bit" in the "turgid
discourse and purple prose of
K. NI. Wasylyshyn."
We suggest that he read her articles again. He may find something more to them. As trite as it
may sound, you have to face
reality.
Elsie Stetson
Donna Porter
Beckie Joncas
Franchon Carey
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)urnal will
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Editor

GOV. HAS MODERNIZED!
He's now got two pizza ovens and
two delivery cars for even faster
delivery.

•

Relax

>ooks cantime and
nsiderable.
:r and are
idly. Most
Jitions. In
of searchakes years

To the Editor:
The sophomore class is presenting a concert this Friday. The last
time an organization presented a
concert before finals, they just
barely met their costs. Since the
majority of students will probably
be relaxing for the last time Friday
night, this is no excuse for them
not to support the concert. If the
students want entertainment they
must support it.
Hiram Emery

ecial corncampaign
ng twenty
publicity
quately in

Ellen F. Toomey
Joel Rawson
Don Sharland
Frank Tenors
Ben Caswell
Sally Grande]]

Managing Editor
Editorial Editor
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Special Business Assistant

Time him. — You'll see!

GOVERNOR'S
HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE. . .

STILLWATER

Tel. 8274277

•
Modernize

to tighter

To the Editor:
The story on discipline has raised
many questions. One is exactly
what position does the student have
in his own defense? Apparently the
student has more legal rights in the
military service than on the University of Maine campus. Now is
the time to modernize the disciplinary procedures on campus. Perhaps in the course of events, a
booklet could be published giving
concrete facts about offenses and
punishments rather than the fluctuating procedures which now stand.
Barbara Allen
EDITOR'S NOTE: We would
I like to hear more opinions on this
question. Address letters to the
Editor, Maine Campus, 4 Fernald
Hall, campus.
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Merit seen
To the Editor:
A reading period before finals
would be more than welcome.
The Faculty Council should surely see its merit as it would give the
faculty more time to grade prelims
and papers before ranks are due.
Tim Polak

Arm yourself with facts about DuPont

Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft. T-bar
lifts. 5 trails. Ski Instruction
daily, 10-12 a.m., 2-4 p.m.
Base Lodge. Ski Shop.
Snow

Reports Tel. 695-2555

SQUAW MOUNTAIN
Route 15

Greenville, Maine

These booklets helped influence some 863 nen technical graduates of all degree levels to join us in 1964.
For example, if you want to start your career in a
certain
section of the country, you'll find that Du Pont—with facilit
ies
in 23 states—will try to accommodate you.
If you're interested in growth for what it can moan
to you
personally, you'll be interested to know that our
sales have
increased more than 750% since 1937. You've probab
ly heard
that R&D expenditures are a good indicator of a compan
y's
future success. We spend $90 million a year on it, $50
million
of which goes straight into "pioneering research"—the discov
ery
of new scientific truths and new materials.
Our booklets will answer most of your preliminary questi
ons.
Later—or even now if you wish—we can talk specifics by letter,
or face to face. Why not write us or send our coupon?
We'd
like to know about

Pil
BETTER THINGS

Technical Ten well especially need from the
Class of '66.
Chemists
Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Indust' ial Engineers

r-

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2531 Nemours Building
Wilmington, Delaware 19833
Plaase send me the facts about Du Pont.
Name

Class

Major

Degree expected

College

My address

F02 BETTER LIVING

...TiiROUGH CH.:111STRY

An equal ooporlunily employer

City

State

Z:p Code
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SRA's new constitution promotes
the intellectual approach to religion
The Student Religious Association has a new constitution.
The new Constitution stresses
the intellectual approach to religion
and provides the students with the
means in which it can be accomplished.
The purpose of the SRA has been
restated, so that the SRA now
"recognizes the imminent role of
intellectual endeavor in the desired
fullness of life, and promotes the
inherent relationship between the
quest for knowledge and the practice of religion."
The SRA is comprised of the following faith groups: Canterbury,
HiIlel, Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, Maine Christian Association, and Newman Apostolate.
An organized faith group must
be officially recognized by the University administration and approved
by the SRA Cabinet and the Committee on Religious Affairs in order
to join the SRA.
In the past the SRA has provided
the means for students of various
faiths to discuss and interchange
ideas. The new Constitution pro-

KEEPSAKE
—DLAMONDS—

DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing

University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms

38 Main St.
Orono
tel. 866-4032

vides an opportunity for the SRA
to take a more active part on
campus.
The SRA has been making tentative arrangements to provide such
interfaith activities. Arrangements
are now in process to have a hymn
sing, in which the various religious
groups on campus will sing their
favorite hymns and explain their

significance. Also, an interfaith TV
panel discussion is planned.
Another change in the SRA constitution stresses the responsibility
of the president. Now, the president is solely responsible for calling
the monthly and special meetings.
In the past, the president shared
this duty with the director of the
SRA.

Alpha Phi Omega will run
ski bus to Squaw Mountain
Alpha Phi Omega, (a service
Expected price of six dollars will
fraternity with 30 members), plans cover complete transportation
and
to start a ski bus from the Uni- skiing for the day. Equipment
will
versity campus to Squaw Mountain. be available for rent at reasonabl
e
Tentative plans are being made prices.
to have the bus leave campus about
Tickets sold at the Bookstore,
7:30 a.m. on Saturday's arriving at
Squaw Mountain in time for the will be returnable if not enough
tow opening.
interest is shown.

Kappa Delta Pi enlists six
collegians as members
Six students in the University of
Maine College of Education were
initiated by Kappa Delta Pi, education honorary scholastic society, at
a meeting preceding the annual college honors banquet Jan. 5.
To be eligible for membership
seniors students must have an ac-

cumulative average of 3.0 and juniors must have a 3.2 accumulative.
Students initiated were Lucinda
Briggs, Thomas Colwell, Linda
Fales, and Barbara Wing, all seniors; and Paula Downie, and Margaret Mercer, juniors.

The
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP

Classes in Jewish History and
Conversational Hebrew will now be
held on Thursdays, instead of
Wednesdays. The classes will start
at 6:30 p.m. in the Robert Thurrell Room of the Union and will
have Dr. Eliot Epstein as instructor. These classes are open to all
students.

Souvenirs—Nos cities
Artist Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and Decorations

NOTICE

13 HAN1MOND ST., BANGOR
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop

Works by noted American artists
Wyeth, Homer. and Peirce are included in the University of Maine
Art Collection.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
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Perhaps you've seen a recent publication put out by some Princeton
undergrads, a guide to women's colleges in the East entitled, "Where the
Girls Are." Colby-ites were not too pleased with the commentary. "Nobody
is quite sure who Colby or the Colbys are, is, was, or were, but two colleges in the frozen North bear his or their names.... There is a difference,
however, and Dartmouth men, who have had time to learn it during their
long, arctic winter, tend to aim their sleds toward the school with the
shorter term and longer name ... and Indian grads send their daughters
seeking sons toward Colby Junior."
A writer at Colby pointed out that said school is not a "local monastery," and its social rules are not as "Victorian" in comparison to those of
certain other colleges. A case in point is Georgetown University where the
administration "regulates public displays of affection (P.D.A.)." The term
refers to prolonged kissing, embracing, or any action that outwardly appears
as such, somewhere in the vicinity of the girls' dorms. Letters are sent
home informing the parents of coed violators of any amorous activities.
Also, faculty members are stationed in front of the dorms to determine
whether there has been a violation!
At U-Conn there recently arose a conflict over dress standards between
the Associated Women Students and the Student Senate. The case
referred to the Student Court. The AWS maintained that though it waswas
"subservient to the Senate," the latter did NOT have the right to legislate
in the
area of dress. The Senate maintained that, "...the Senate considere
d itself
the controlling body for AWS when the issue concerns all the
students." No
decision has been handed down as yet.
If 200 volunteers sign up at Lehigh University they will have
an opportunity to take part in the Viet Nam war, that is by donating
blood.
The Red Cross' "Blood Mobile on Campus" has set up
operations on
various campuses.
The Department of the Army has announced that certain
on the Officer Candidate School Enlistment Option Program restrictions
have been
suspended for two years, and that graduates of ROTC
universities may
now apply for the program. In the past, the option of enlisting
in the Ariny
fcr attendance at OCS was not available to grads of
ROTC universities
who did not participate in the ROTC program.
The question of student deferments from the draft will
be discussed
at four meetings during the next month. Selective Service
officials will
meet in Washington with members of education associati
ons and key
government agencies. The possibility of setting up a set
of guidelines for
use by local draft boards when they consider student
deferments will be
considered. Such a set of guidelines has been urged
by the American
Council on Education. The Council noted that "local
boards must still
make their own determinations," but suggests,
"unless some guidance is
provided them, they may be made in a vacuum."
Many maintain that a diet of "hard knocks" is an invaluabl
e education.
In keeping with this, a "University of Hard Knocks"
was founded a year
ago in Charleston, West Virginia. President E. L.
Fink explained "Diplomas
are issued upon application of the person, or upon
recommendation of
another."
Briefly, an applkant must not be a graduate of any
college or university, he must make at least $10,000 a year in
West Virginia, or $20,000
cut of West Virginia. Fink feels there is a real
need for such a university
because, "How many successful men do you suppose
there are, who can't
point to a diploma with pride, just because they
didn't have a chance to
lio to college?"
A coed enrolled at Temple University has had
in the past few years. The U. S. Armed Forces some strange proposals
scheduled her to attend
recruiting sessions and meet speakers, she received a
letter telling her she
should register for the Selective Service, she
received a male roommate
when she applied to college . . . what can you
expect if your
Gillian Hopengarten?
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PETE TUCKER
(Bus. Admin.) of the '62
Bethlehem "Loop"
Course enjoys selling steel
products in our Cleveland
District. He's typical of
young men on the move
at Bethlehem Steel.
Seniors and graduate
students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, research,
sales, mining, accounting,
and other activities.
For detailed information,
pick up a copy of our
booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course," at your
Placement Office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans far
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

HERE IS YOUR BEST WAY
TO SAVE MONEY AND
IMPROVE YOUR WARDROBE
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
GOLDSMITH'S

SEMI-ANNUAL M.4RKDOWN

OFFICIAL
U-M

CLASS RINGS

Exce

SALE
SUITS — TOPCOATS
CAR COATS
SWEATERS — SHIRTS
NOW MARKED DOWN

20%

Lambda Chi Alpha
AND
MORE

A.J. GOLDSMITH
APPAREL AND FOOTWEAR
011) TOWN

By HERFF JONES
Your Representative On Campus
DANNY HILLARD

Tel. 866-4434

See the Ring Display and
Order Yours at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
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By K. M. WASYLYSHYN
This year's theme of the annual
A.W.S. Women's Week is "Focus
on Female s." Chairman Patti
sh)Tofuri has announced the date as
Feb. 8-13.
The week will kick off with a
"Front Office Flash" on Tuesday
the 8th. President Young will speak
in Hauck Auditorium at 7 p.m. His
talk will center around the U-Maine
coed.
"Featuring Our Faces" is the
topic for Wednesday's activities.
There will be demonstrations by experts in the fields of hair styling,
make up, clothing and poise in the
Main Lounge at 7-9 p.m.
"From Our Fellas" is the interesting emphasis for Thursday. An
eye-opening discussion by a panel
of male faculty members and students discussing the feminine side
of campus is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. in the Main Lounge.
Friday is "For Only Females"
day in the Union game room. Some
helpful male "experts" will be on
hand to instruct the damsels.
The 'Fare Of Fair" on Saturday
HALF price! Girls will be admitted to the MUAB movie for a

Sand-Witches bag
Final 'cram kits'
York Hall's Sand-Witches have
initiated a new facet into their already flourishing business.
During finals, Sand -Witches
Marge Lipton and Mollie McRae
will be offering "cram kits."
Each kit will include a sandwich, an orange, a soda, popcorn
and potato chips, all for $1.00.
According to Marge Lipton, kits
must be ordered and paid for in
advance.

focused on candid pictures of girls
on campus. Focus On Females—
F.O.F. Week will be infiltrated with
the feminine touch. Displays in the
girls' dorms, a Union display honoring outstanding Maine coeds, a
program on WMEB, and a display
in the Bookstore are among things
planned.

ROTC announces
distinguished U-M
military students
The University of Maine Military
Department announced that David
Brann, Bruce Brockway, Yana
Farally Plourde and James Jenkins
have been named Distinguished
Military Students.
This honor is conferred upon
senior ROTC cadets who are in the
upper third of the ROTC class, the
upper half of their academic class,
and are considered by the President of the University and the Professor of Military Science to possess
those traits of character and leadership ability necessary to a regular
army officer.
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• LOOK into the engineering opportuniti.m open in rural electrification and tei:zphony
• ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling
what the
Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challen
ging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service
• SIGN UP for a personal interview with t:-.e RP Recruiting
Representative who will be at your FIcacement__
_/
Office
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FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
• • •
Take-Out Service
• • •
Ample Free Parking
• • •
STATE STREET, VEAZTE

Furniture, appliances, linoleum,
wallpaper, new and used. Bargains galore. We buy, sell everything. Easy terms. House of
Bargains, 575 Broadway, Bangor.
Next to Shopping Center. Open
Evenings.
TYPIST—Home typing for term
papers, theses, etc. Mrs. Hazel
Buzzel. Telephone 827-3433. 17

Tel. 945-6500

S&S STORE

NO DISCINMINAT;C N

19 MILL STREET—ORONO

I
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fraction of the usual cost. One
catch—the girl must be accompanied by a male when the ticket
is purchased!
"Facing Our Future" is Sunday's
topic. Various outstanding women
in the community will be on hand
in the Main Lounge from 3-5 p.m.
to guide group discussions on pertinent issues that face the educated
women. Coffee and tea will be
served.
Publicity for the week will be

(Continued from Page One)
"Students appearing before the Hearing Board have the right
to be accompanied and represented by an advisor of their choice
during all stages of the proceeding before the Board."
"No member of the Hearing Board who has previously participated in the particular case or who would appear as a participant before the Board itself, shall sit in judgment during that
particular proceeding."
"At least ten days prior to the Hearing Board proceeding, the
student immediately involved shall be given a written statem
ent
indicating the nature and bases of a charge and the penalties which
may attach, etc."
"During the proceeding, the student shall be given an opportunity to testify and to present other evidence and witnesses
relevant to the charge or the possible penalties involved. Whenev
possible, he shall be given an opportunity to cross-examine er
adverse witnesses, and in no case shall the Board consider stateme
nts
against him unless he has been advised of their content and
the
names of those who gave them, and unless he has been
given an
opportunity to rebut unfavorable inferences which might otherwise be drawn. A transcript of the hearing shall be made,
and,
subject to the student's waiver, the proceeding before the Hearin
g
Board shall be public."
These points were also recommended by the American
Liberties Union and have met with "general agreement" withCivil
the
American Association of University Professors.

Mt Jefferson
Ski Area
LEE, MAINE

JUST ONE HOUR AWAY FROM
THE U. OF M. CAMPUS!
Excellent Roads — Follow U.S. Rte. 2 North
to Lincoln, then Rte. 6 East to Lee.

• 2000 ft. 1-Bar • 3-2200 ft. Trails
• Beginners Slope with Rope Tow
• Modern Lodge with Snack Bar
• Equipment Rental & Sales
• Ski Lessons • Ski Patrol
• Operating Daily • Night Skiing
9:00 TO 4:00

Daily

MON., WED., FRI., SAT.
6:00 TO 9:30

RATES:
Adults $3.00 - Juniors $1.50
Adults $2.00 - Juniors $1.00
Nights 142.50

FREE

.S

Green Stamps with 3 pounds of ground beef

Swift's Premium Lamb Legs:
Whole Regular Trim
Whole Oven Ready
Swift's Premium Lamb Combinations include:
Chops and Stewing Lamb
State of Maine Grade "A" Fresh Chicken Quarters
Leg Portion
35c lb.
Breast Portion
39c lb.
Armour's VacPac Cheese & Bacon Franks
Frozen Veal or Pepper Steaks
25 Additional Stamps with the purchase of
7= package of Hygrade Polish Sausage
Clorox — 3c off labe!
gal. container 49c
Jiffy Cake Mixes
9 or. pkg. 10e
Jiffy Frosting Mix: White or Fudge
71 2 or. pkg. loc
Chase & Sanborn Instant Coffee — 20c off label 10 or. jar $1.19
Armour's Treat — 3c off
12 or. tin 2/89c
Armour's Corned Beef Hash
15 !
1 : or. can 2/794
R&W Fruit Cocktail
303 tin 4/1.00
Very Fine Apple Sauce
50 or. jar 2/89e
Scott Jumbo Towels: White, Pink, lellon, Turquoise
2/590
Soft Weve Toilet Tissue, 2 pack:
White, Pink. Blue, Lilac., Green
2/451
Sunspun Margarine
1 lb. solids 6 lb./1.00
Kraft Orange Juice
gal. jug 59c

68c lb.
78c lb.
48c lb.

68c lb.
78c lb.

save
save
save
save
save
save
save
save
use

save 151
save 250
save 16c

Florida Grapefruit, White or Pink
12/88c
Onions
25t. 880
Texas Cello Carrots 2/25c
50 stamps with the purchase of an, 4 R&W Frozen Vegetab
les
50 stamps with the purchase of quart size R&W Floor
50 stamps with the purchase of 4 .tilritnin Light /Nibs Wax
(60-75400 watt)
50 stamps with the purchase of quart R&W Liquid
Detergent

8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.-6:30 P.M.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday, Friday
Saturday

14e
5t
St
401
21t
150
1St
210
70
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Guidance directors
visit open house
(By the author of"Rally Round the Flag,
Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

ROMAN IN THE GLOAMIN'
Now as the end of the first semester draw
emerges clearly: you are all going to flunks near, one fact
out of school.
There are two things you can do about it.
marry money. (I don't mean you marry the First, you can
money itself; I
mean you marry a person who has money.
Weddings between people and currency have not been
legal anywhere in
the United States since the Smoot-Hawley
Act.
Stainless Steel Blades, on the other hand, are Personna®
where and are, indeed, used with great pleas legal everyfaction in all fifty states of the Union and ure and satisup Personna Stainless Steel Blades becauseDuluth. I bring
sponsored by the makers of Personna Stain this column is
less Steel Blades,
and they are inclined to get edgy if I omit
to
product. Some of them get edgy and some getmention their
because Personna Blades come both in Injec double-edgy
tor style and
Double Edge style.)
But I digress. I was saying you can marry mom
w but, of
course, you will not because you are a highliving, pure-hearted,freckle-faced American minded, cleankid. Therefore,
to keep from flunking, you must try the secon
d method:
you must learn how to take lecture notes.
According to a recent survey, eleven out of
undergraduates do not know the proper way ten American
to take lecture
notes. To illustrate this appalling statis
tic, let us suppose
you are taking a course in history. Let us
furth
the lecturer is lecturing on the ruling house er suppose
You listen intently. You write diligently in s of England.
your notebook,
making a topic outline as you have been taugh
t. Like this:
I. House of Plantagenet.
II. House of Lancaster.
.4 III. House of York.

Secondary school guidance directors and science teachers will visit
the Pulp and Paper Open HouseResearch Day which is sponsored
by the University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation. The group
will be sponsored by the Foundation corporation members.
The purpose of the invitation is
to aquaint the teachers with the
scope and attractiveness of opportunities of trained men in the pulp
and paper and allied industries.
Last year 22 corporations in Maine,
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire

L

everybody's
doin' it . . .
Midge McFadden

If you can manage to extricate
sponsored 53 teachers for the speyourself from the clutches of your
cial secondary school program.
The Pulp and Paper Open House- idiot puppy-eyed companions in the
Research Day is an annual event lounges of your tombs, slosh
sponsored by the University of through the snow to hear the McMaine and the Pulp and Paper Coys sing their many hits—Hang
Foundation for members and others On Sloopy, Fever, Hang On Sloopy,
interested in the Foundation's edu- Fever, Hang On Sloopy . . . They
cational program of interested might have some off-color jokes in
young men in giving financial assist- store—it's worth a try. Friday
ance while taking the pulp and night-8 until 10.
And if you can't spare the
paper course at the University. This
year over 70 students will be award- money, there's always the den.
ed in excess of $72,000 for scholar- where you can spend a delightful
ships, grants, and graduate fellow- evening watching people walk in
and out and in and . . . Or eavesships.
drop on the conversation at the
next table to find out the latest
Pan-hell news, shotgun pinnings.
etc. And of course kibbitzing a
good bridge game is always an exciting way to spend an hour or two.
The epitome of "denning" is trying
to blow a cold nose on a scratchy
stitute are a three-week course in napkin after coming in from an
paper technology, and two two- evening down at the skating rink—
week courses in fundamentals of and I do mean DOWN.
Another good weekend activity
process control theory, and techis sitting home reading the AWS
niques of process modeling.
handbook in order to write a term
In addition to Mr. Rand, the In- paper on
its many pornographic
stitute committee includes Mr. Wil- implications
.
liam H. Caddoo, general manager
No more sweetness and mintof Continental Can Company, Inc.;
Mr. Warren Daniel, assistant to the juleps; the truth comes out. Sure
vice president, Great Northern we love being "campus"—sure . . .
PINNED: Gwen Smith, Alpha
Paper Company; Mr. Rudolph
Greep, vice president. S. D. Warren Chi Omega, Maine Medical HosCompany; Mr. Thomas Hewson, pital for Nursing, to Ted Willard.
vice president, St. Regis Paper Delta Upsilon, Hamilton College.
Company; Professor Lyle Jenness, New York.
ENGAGED: Donna Abbott to
head of the Chemical Engineering
Department, University of Maine; Wayne Ingalls, Kappa Delta Phi,
Husson; Ann Blackwell to Horace
Mr. William Ketchen, vice presi- Clark, '65;
Karen Folsom to Richdent, Fraser Co. Ltd.; and Mr. ard Tilton, Great Northern Paper
Frank Knight, general manager, Co.; Nora Hitchings, Alpha Chi
Eastern Division, Standard Pack- Omega, to David Todd, Ware.
Mass.; Elayne Sedeley to Justin
zing Corporation.
Williams, Greene, Me.

Pulp and Paper Institute
goes into seventh year
Mr. George Rand, vice president
of the International Paper Company, has announced that three programs will be offered by the Summer Institute for the Pulp and
Paper Industry, held at the University from July 11 -29.
The programs comprising the In-

HILLSON
CLEANERS
Campus pick-up
and delivery
each day
"You get 'ern grubby
own get them clean"

Then you stop. You put aside your pen.
You blink back
a tear, for you cannot go on. Oh,
yes,
that the next ruling house is the House you know very well
ble is you don't know the Roman nume of Tudor. The troural that comes after
It may, incidentally, be of some
you are not the only people who don'tcomfort to learn that
know Roman numerals. The fact is, the Romans never
knew
suppose they could tell you how much them either. Oh, I
that, but when it came to real zinge V or X were or like
they just fang away their styluses rs like LXI or 111MC,
have a bath or take in a circus or and went downtown to
maybe stab Caesar a few
times.
You may wonder why Rome stuck
numerals when the Arabs had such with these ridiculous
a
Well,sir, the fact is that Emperor Vespanice, simple system.
to buy the Arabic numerals from Sulei sian tried like crazy
man The Magnificent,
but Suleiman wouldn't do busin
ess—not even when Vespasian raised his bid to 100,000 gold
piastres, plus he offered
to throw in the Colosseum, the
Appian Way, and Technicolor.
So Rome stuck with Roman nume
it turned out. One day in the Foru rals—to its sorrow, as
to arguing about how much is CDLm, Cicero and Pliny got
times MVIX. Well,sir,
pretty soon everyone in town came
sle. In all the excitement, nobody around to join the hasnorth gate and—wham! before youremembered to lock the
could say are long° —in
rushed the Goths,the Visigoths,and
the Green Bay Packers!
Well, sir, that's the way the empir
gress. Let's get back to lecture notes e crumbles, and I diabout Burma Shave®. Why? Becau . Let's also say a word
by the makers of Personna Bladesse Burma Shave is made
who,
are the sponsors of this column. They it will be recalled,
of the ultimate in shaving luxury. are also the sponsors
First coat your knew
with Burma Shave, regular or
menthol—
vil-may-care sort,some of each. Then or, if you are the
ble with an incredibly sharp, unbelievab whisk off your stubBlade, Injector or Double Edge—rem ly durable Personna
embering first to put
the blade in a razor. The result:
facial felicity, cutaneous
ebeer, epidirna1 elysium. Whether
every IM days, Sr every VII, you'll you shave every day,
always find Personna
and Burma Shave a winning combinatio
n.
•• •
•:ow sum
Pereo

ruuois woo, Tom Perraonsidue• smog
, Dick Person:woes
morist, Harm lworaueens.mat, quiqu
e Personnam airiant —
eS gluteus ainsbitis.

18 Mill Street, Orono
866-3647

BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Suppl
ies
14 State Street
Bangor
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LANGUAGE MAJORS MAKE GOOD
DATA PROCESSING CANDIDATES...
Language majors make excellent data
when you think about it. After all, elect processing people. It makes a lot of sense
ronic data processing involves communicat
ing with computers through creat
ing and using new "languages". And that'
s the
name of the game.
The EDP field is wide open atiEtna Life
graduate. We have our share of math, accou & Casualty for almost any liberal arts
but there are plenty of psych, soc., histo nting and economics majors,of course,
ry, English and philosophy majors, too.
Computers are gradually moving into
all areas of an insurance company's
operations: They are helping to devel
op our product, price it and market
it, too.
Because we need a new breed of man
to handl
sponsibility, we run a six-month formal train e EDP's mushrooming areas of reing
progr
am
which allows "majoring"
in a particular phase of data processing
.
with actual job experience in an opera It offers classroom instruction alternated
ting unit.
If you would like to know more about
EDP opportunities withtEtna Life &
('asualty, sign up and see our interviewe
r who'll be on campus in early Febru
ary.
Or, for further information note, write
to
sonnel Department,N.tna Life & Casua Robert C. Quinn, EDP Coordinator, Perlty, 151 Farmington Avenue, Hartf
ord,
Connecticut 06115.

LIFE &CASuALTY

ATNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
/ETNA CASUALTY & SURETY
COMPANY
STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY

An Equal Opportunity Employer And A Plans
For Progress Company
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'Jones named PICS head
Fun and Fitness Program
at U-M campus i n Portl
and uses togetherness slant

PaKe Mineral

1111V‘NT JONES

President Edwin
Young
announced the appointment
of Bryant
P. Jones as director of
public information and central servi
ces for
the University of Maine
at Portland.
Jones is a 1964 U-M grad
uate
with a B.A. in Journalism.
He will
begin his new duties on Feb.
I.
He was pre‘iously employed
by
the Department of Econ
omic Development in Augusta as a
publicity
representative and informat
ional
writer. His work includes
writing
assignments, photography,
and general public relations activ
ities.
In his new position, Jone
s will
work closely with Dean
Fink at
UMP, Dean Godfrey at the
School
of Law, and officials of the
Exten-

sion Service and Continuing
Education Division. He will coor
dinate his
work with the University's
department of public information
and central services in Orono.
Jones will be responsible
for the
informational activities at
UMP, including the news writ
ing, photography, publications, radio,
and televisions outlets. His duties
will also
involve the mailing servi
ces, centralized dupliration and
student
publications.
Under the realignment of
duties,
Alvin D. Rogers, who form
erly handled some of the public
information
duties in Portland, has been
named
an information specialist
and will
serve as Jones' assistant. Roge
rs will
also receive several new
assignments.

A family fun and fitness prog
ram
to provide recreational facil
ities for
U-M families will begi
n Sunday,
Jan. 30 at Lengyel Hall
from 3-3
p.m.

The program originated two
years
ago with the Women's
Physical
Education department and
is under
the direction of Associate
Professor
Ella C. Barnes and Mrs.
Betty Poulton.

Admissi .11 is free but sinc
e the
purpose of the program is
to give
parents and school-age
children an
opportunity to play toge
Families may pratice gymn
ther as a
astics, fami
ly
unit, children must be
apparatus techniques, arch
acery, badcompanied by their parents.
minton, basketball, calistheni
cs, table
The family fun and fitne
tennis, roller skating, and
ss provolley gram
will continue each Sund
ball.
ay
afternoon through February
Free floor exercises, a
ard
combina- March.

WEDGWOOD ARMS
carte
MOTOR INN
AAA
blanche

"Pershingettes" - female trick drille
uniformed, sabre - swinging debutrs plan
in March

The nessly formed Pershing
ettes,
a woman's trick drill team of
twenty,
will hold its first drill rehea
rsal
Monday, January 31, at 7:30
pm
in the armory.
The Pershingettes are spon
sored
by the Pershing Rifles, an
ROTC
honor society, under the direc
tion
of Sergeant Major Thomas Walm
an.
) The women will perform,
using
sabres, during the half-time
at football and basketball gatnes,
and at
the annual ROTC Review
in the
spring. The WOMC:1 hope
to make
their first appearance in Marc
h, at
one of the final basketball
games.
Their uniforms will be similar
to
'hose worn by the Universi
ty of
Massachusetts' women's drill
team
that performed here earli
er this
year, navy blue blazers and
skirts,
white blouses, and light blue
ascots.

The uniforms will also have
a liebt
',ode, Judith Wescott, P.eni
blue and white shoulder cord
ta
.
McMullen, Marcia Nadolny,
Ursula Pickart is captain of
Eleathe nor Ashman, Hele
n Fogler, Dossey
platoon; Jayce Goode, drill
master; Claverie, Christin
e Sewell, Lyn CarDot Patenaude, secretar
y; and ley, Linda Cole
, and Ann Doiron.
Diana Shaw, treasurer. Othe
r memThe Pershingettes welcome
bers of the team: Phyllis
any
Herrick, other interested
coeds. Contact
Linda Hall, Jo Anne Elliot, Anth
er- either Dot Patenaud
e, 365 Hancock.
line Languette, Lydia Spen
cer, Jan- or Diana Shaw
, 223 Colvin.

tion of exercise and danc
e movements, has been added to this
year's
program and will be led by
Laureen
Gallant.
Jan Barnes will teach gymna
stics.;
Mr. and Mrs. Leo LaChance
, roller
skating; and Diane Huntley,
arch-

• BANGOR'S NEWEST
AND FINEST
• 43 MODERN UNI
TS
• FASHIONABLE INTERI
OR OF
PROVINCIAL ITALIAN STY
LING
• Full RESTAURANT
Twenty minutes from camp
us ::( 480 Main St., Bangor
Jct. Route I A and Interstate
395
Reservations 942-5281

Forrest H. Grant, Phi Eta
t'54)

•

the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
parerbacks

Fri.

4:00

Oren

Fri. Evening

8:00
Open for studying

Sat. Evening

8:00

Open for studying

Loafer.

0
1
,

Weekend Films

inr-kJ_cg
THPA CHEVROLET
WAY

Friday Jan. 14
WHERE LOVE HAS
GONE

It's our Turbo-Jct 396: the V8
strong enough to run your
Chevrolet and its automatic tran
smis
conditioning, power windows, AM/ sion, power steering, air
FM Multiplex Stereo radio.
And more. Without even breathin
g hard.
Reason is, a Turbo-Jet V8 brea
thes
Delivers more usable power whenev deeper. Breathes freer.
er you need it—like
for safer passing. Works more effic
iently. Where the smaller
engine hurries, a Turbo-Jet V8 just
loafs along. You try it,
at your Chevrolet dealer's. And now
here else.

We offer No Turbo-Jet 396 V8s
for '65. You can order 325 hp
Chevelle SS 396. There's also a 427-cu.
in any Chevrolet; 325 or 360
hp in a
-in. Turbo-Jet (tio to 425 hp)
available in Chevrolets and
Corvettes.

7 & 9:30
Hauck Auditorium

Saturday Jan. 15
ROY TEN FEET
1

7 & 9:30

TALL
Caprice Custom Coupe
All kinds of cars, all In

Corvette Sting flay Coupe

Chevelle SS 3% Sport Coupe

one place.. at your Chevrolet dealers
Chevrolet • Chevelle • Chevy U• Corv
air • Corvette MOW

Orono, Ma
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Tr -Delta scholarship available
to Greek and non-Greek coeds
The Delta Data Delta sorority's
WOO scholarship which was formerly handled through the Student Aid
office is now open to all women studes*, whether or not they arc sorority membels.
Eligibility is based on academic
moord, contribution to campus life,
Sleeping on the floor isn't
bad if it's a softwood floor
. . . If it's hardwood, you
should

RENT A
BED

and financial need. A local winner
and an alternate still be chosen and
the winner's name put into competition for $1,000 scholarship given
by Tri Delta nationally. Should the
Maine 'IA inner receise a $1,000
scholarship, the alternate will be
awarded the $100.
If interested, application blanks
are available at the Dean of Women's office, 219 Library, the Student Aid Office, East Annex, Patti
Tofuri, 323 Hancock Hall, or
Nancy Lee, 206 Androscoggin Hall.

Placement day planned for a;
Maine summer camp jobs
The University of Maine has
scheduled a Camp Counselor Placement Day for Feb. 10. The program
will introduce Maine students to
summer opportunities in the state.
The event will take place in the
Main Lobby of the Memorial Union.
Representatives of all 192 summer
camps in the state have been ins ited
to attend.
A number of camps have been
finding it increasingly difficult to
hire competent people to serve as

Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students—U. S. Citizens
needing nominal financial help to complete their education this
academic :iear—and then commence work—cm.igner., required.
Send transcript and full details of your plans and requirements to
Stesens Bros. Foundation, Inc.
610-612 Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn.
A non-profit corp.
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE

-SEE SANDY —
ECONOMY FURNITURE
Old Town 827-2484
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counselors, according to Ella C.
Brown, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Women.
"We hope," added Miss Brown,
"to introduce the students of the
university to the opportunities which
exist for them to earn summer
money within the state and to assist
the people in the field of recreation
by having them come to the university."
A wide variety of counselor jobs
are available for students. They do
not necessarily require students who
are currently engaged in physical
education work at the university.
Camp jobs are available for students who have teaching or social
backgrounds.
Many
specialized
camps need help, including camps

*Be
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B J

Tired of looking at dream cars you can't LJ,i? i. c,rs
you 968 at the Auto Show and never see again? Well,
/Imon, do something about it. See the one you can buy,
right now,today, at your Dodge dealer's. It's Charger, a
full-sized, fastback action car that's all primed up and
reedy to go. With V8 power. Bucket seats, fore and aft.
Pull-length console. Disappearing headlights that dis-

cut a trace. Rear seats that quickly convert
into a spacious cargo compartment. Just pop the rear
buckets down and watch the cargo space go up. That's
Charger—breathtaking new leader of the Dodge Rebellion. Until you've seen it, you haven't seen everything
from Dodge for '66. Charger, a brawny, powerful dream
car that made it—all the way to your Dodge dealer's.

JOIN THE DODGE REBELLION
Dodge Charger

41,CHRYSL
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MOTORS CORPORATION

DODGE DIVISION tor
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Bears tip UNH, lose to URI

By JOHN TORRONE
In Yankee Conference action
last week, the University of Maine
cagers took on the worst team in
the YC, New Hampshire, and the
best team, Rhode Island.
Nobody likes the cellar position
in the YC, especially New Hampshire.
, a team that has been in that
fposition for the
past few years.
When they met the Black Bears, the
Wildcats did their best to give up
their cellar position.
The Black Bears were expecting
to play a big, slow New Hampshire
team, but the Wildcats almost upset Maine with their hustling and
small players. The see-saw contest
went down to the wire with Maine
ahead, 93-89.
MAINE MANAGED to stay in
the battle during the first half,
mainly on the outstanding effort by
sophomore Dale McNelly. He
came in the half with less than ten
minutes left to score 14 points.
Terry Carr also put on a fine scoring display in the first half by scoring 11.
UNH was ahead in the first half.
53-51, thanks to the hustling and
scoring of 6'1" captain Tom Horne,
who scored 17 points, and the little
5'10" senior, Joe Drinon, with 11.
In the second half, the score was
tied-up 82-82, with four minutes
remaining. McNelly followed with
a field goal to put Maine ahead to
stay. However, the victory was not

gained without the cellar scare.
The score was 91-89, Maine, with
one minutes of play remaining.
Car and Woods killed the clock
until Carr was fouled with only 17
seconds left. Carr missed his foul
attempt, but lanky Dave Hale got
a big rebound and layed the ball in
to end the cellar dual in Maine's
advantage, 93-89.
CO-CAPTAIN B 0B WOOD.
BURY sprained his ankle in the
second half and had to leave the
game. Co-captain "Guy" Strang led
his team in scoring with 20 points,
Carr had 19, and McNelly. who
was perfect from the floor, hitting
for 6 field goals in 6 attempts and
4 for 5 from the line, scored 16
points in limited action.
High scoring honors went to the
small Wildcat, Joe Drinon, with
25.
The Rhode Island Rams proved
their skill as they outran, out-re-

bounded, and outscored Maine in
a 109-68 rout.
It all began when Steve Chubin
broke loose for a lay up at the
start of the game. It put Rhode
Island on top for the rest of the
night. However, the Black Bears
did scare the Rhode Island fans by
playing basketball for the first ten
minutes, when Maine was down
25-20.
After the ten minute mark, it w as
all Rhode Island. The ever-amazing Steve Chubin, who is considered
a better player than UConn's Wesley Bialosuknia. caught fire in the
first half for 17 points and finished
with a total of 30 for the night.
Herb "The Leaper" Carey, the
5'11" rocket, had 16 points in the
first half. By the end of the game,
the Rams had six players in double
figures.
Maine hit on a high 49 per cent

of their shots in the first half, but to the injury
during the UNH
found themselves down, 56-38,
thanks to the 51 per cent shooting game.
The Black Bears once again fell
by the Rams. Maine took 35 shots
and pulled down 11 rebounds, while below the .500 mark in the YC by
Rhode Island had 43 attempts and splitting their two games
last week.
28 rebounds.
They are now 2-3 in the ConferTHE SECOND IIALF proved
disastrous for Maine. With 6 min- ence.
utes remaining, Rhode Island had
91 points to Maine's 52. In 14
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
minutes of play in the second half,
Rhode Island had outscored Maine,
SMORGASBORD 5 30-9 00
35-14. With the 18 point lead they
WEDNESDAY
had built in the first half, the Rams
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
had a commanding 39 point lead.
BANQUETS
Dave McNelly had a good night,
DANCE TO
tying Carr in scoring with 14. Bruce
NORM LAMBERT
MacKinnon came to life with 12
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
points. Co-captain Strang, who
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
once more ran into foul trouble by
REMEMBER"
fouling out, had 11. Co-captain
Tel. 866-2169
Woodbury was unable to play due

Two students
teach hockey
• With

Intramural Hockey now in
its third year at Maine, two students are introducing a program of
teaching the skills of hockey to
boys from Old Town and Orono
from ages 12-15.
Steve Hazard, a senior from
Needham, Mass., and Hank Van
Beever, a graduate student and
former varsity member of the Colby
College hockey team, have planned
the hockey clinic.
The specific aim of the clinic is
to develop skills in the sport including fundamentals of stickhandling, passing. playmaking, shooting.
hecking and goal tending, with
emphasis on team play and sportsmanship.
Registration will be held Sunday.
January 30, at I p.m. at the University rink. Interest for the clinic
has generated from the recently
established intramural hockey program at the university. The university has made its facilities available
for the clinic.
Anyone wishing further information may contact Van Beever at
866-4147 or Hazard at 827-4123.
after 6 p.m.

OAF

BIJOU
HELD OVER
4th and FINAL WEEK

"My Fair LadyI/
Winner of
8 Academy Awards and
voted Best Picture of the
Year
starring

Audrey Hepburn
Rex Harrison
— Technicolor —
Daily:
Sunday:

Matinee 2:00
Eve.
8:00
Matinee 3:00

Eve.
7:30
Matinee $1.25
Eve.
$1.75

DON'T MISS THI.S
GREAT SHOW

1461:44

Enjoy exhilarating weekend skiing the easy
way ... Travel to Sugarloaf in a modern Bangor and Aroostook Bus.

EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY BEGINNING
JANUARY 15.
Ski buses
will make stops on request at Red Stallion Inn,
Sugarloaf Motel,
Chateau des Tagues, Capricorn Motor Inn and
Sugarloaf Inn. To make
advance reservations for lodgings, call Sugarloaf
s reservation service.
Days 237-2861; Evenings 265-2263.

FARES: Univ. of Maine one-way,$4.75; roundtrip, $7.00
Bangor one-way,$4.25; round-trip. $6.50
TO SUGARLOAF
FROM SUGARLOAF
Lv. University of Maine*
7:00 a.m.
Lv. Sugarloaf Base Lodge
4:30 p.m.
Lv. Bangor Bus Terminal
7:20 a.m.
Ar. Bangor Bus Terminal
6:40 p.m.
Ar. Sugarloaf Base Lodge
9:30 a.m.
tr. University of Maine
7:00 p.m.
Departure. points: U. of M.. Hauck 1tolit
orium Fast Parking area—Bangor Bus
Terminal. 152 Main St.

GO B & A SKI BUS for Comfort, Convenience,
Economy!
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Sigma defends title,
Phi Kappa Sigma bowling leader, wi▪Kappa
ns fraternity track meet
Theta Chi, second, has high strings
Kappa Sigma squeaked by Theta
Chi by only four pins 1169-1165,
but won 4-1 to put TC 5 points behind league leader Phi Kappa Sigma. Kappa Sig won the first string
by 9 pins and duplicated the margin in the second game. Theta Chi
won the third string by 14 pins but

fell four short of KS's total of
1169.
In the mean time, Phi Kappa
Sigma soundly trounced Alpha
Gamma Rho 5-0, while third place
Beta Theta Pi downed Sigma Chi
4-1.
Tau Kappa Epsilon provided the

Basketball competition rough
PMD, BTP, PKS, leaders
Phi Mu Delta, Beta Theta Pi, downed SPE 38-26, and Theta Chi
and Phi Kappa Sigma remained outscored Sigma Nu in the second
unbeaten in the 1FC basketball half to win 54-38, after a close 21league as all were active in last 20 first half.
The standings for the major
week's action.
PMD downed PGD by a score league are as follows: PMD 5 0;
of 59 to 24, Beta defeated Lambda BTP 5 0; KS 3 2; PGD 2 3; SC
Chi Alpha 54-38, and PKS won a 2 3; PEK 2 3; LCA 1 4; AGR
0 5.
2-0 forfeit from ATO.
The minor league standings
In other action TKE easily got
by SAE 55-30, PEK beat SC 51- are: PKS 6 0; TC 4 1; TKE 4 1;
37, KS bombed AGR 95 to 47, DTD 3 1; SPE 2 2; TEP 2 3;
TEP scored an upset win as they SAE 1 4; SN 0 5; ATO 0 5.

Varsity skiers open
seventh at Vermont
Maine's Black Bear ski team
placed seventh among 10 competitors this past weekend at the Lyndon Invitational Meet at Lyndonvile, Vt.
Maine finished only one point
behind 6th place Vermont as they
totaled 161.43 points.
The meet was broken into two
parts, cross country and jumping.
Middlebury won the cross country

competition, but the results of the
jumping contests have not yet been
forwarded to the competing schools.
Greg Howe, a sophomore at the
University of Maine, finished 43 out
of 76 skiers in the cross country
event and was the first Black Bear
to cross the line. Coach Tom Reynolds feels that Howe also did
well in the jumping competition.
Reynolds said Howe may possibly
have placed in the top 15.

excitement for the week as they
rolled a 1219 total with strings of
373, 405, and 441. These totals are
still not enough to break TC's high
of 1245 and string total of 462.
Theta Chi still seems to be rolling the high team scores and has
the high averages for the top ten
bowlers. Of the nine weeks to date,
TC has rolled over 1200 six times
and has three of the top ten bowlers.
Bill Blum of TKE, however, still
holds the high single string with a
138, and the high three, a 360.
Trophies will be awarded for the
league winner, high single, high
three, high team single, high team
three, high individual bowler, and
a rolloff trophy. As it stands now,
TC will win three, TKE two, and
PKS one.
The top ten bowlers are as follows: Henry TC 103.48; Blum
TKE 102.13; Washburn PKS
101.33; MacMillan TC 101.29;
Nnnan DTD 101.11; Keithan SN
100.71; Smith PKS 100.63; Rogers PGD 99.92; Lowell TC 99.50;
Means TICE 97.88.
The standings for the first nine
weeks are as follows: PKS 40-5;
TC 35-10; BTP 32-13; TKE
28-17; PGD 25-20; KS 25-20;
DTD 24-21; SPE 22-23; TEP 2223; SN 22-23; PEK 21-24; SC 1728; PAID 16-29; AGR 15-30;
LCA 15-30.

Phi Mu Delta leads in sports;
Kappa Sigma fights for repeat
Phi Mu Delta currently leads the
Fraternity division in the All Points
Trophy. PMD has won the football
crown, the foul shooting crown, and
placed second in track. Kappa Sigma, last years winner, placed second

(Continued frown Page One)
the second Board of Inquiry's recommendations, and the management of Ounegan has been notified
of this fact, the union will expect
to hear from the company. The
Federal Conciliation Board has
been notified and if the company
does not act, the union can only
file with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair labor practices. Such action will result in the
NLRB issuing an injunction for the
two sides to meet.
The Tuesday night union meeting was attended by nearly 70
members of the local. All voted
unanimously to continue the strike.

Gillette who won the low hurdles.
The only double winner of the fraternity division was Bill Patterson
Alpha Gamma Rho, with first in
the 600 and 1000 yard runs.
The points compiled were; Kappa
Sigma 26, Phi Mu Delta 16, Phi,
Eta Kappa 14/
1
2, Alpha Gamin*
Rho 10, Phi Kappa Sigma 10,
Sigma Chi 51
/
2, and Delta Tan
Delta 5.
Kappa Sigma gained its victory
through fine depth with Fred Lovejoy copping 10 points in 4 events.
In the dormitory division, the
off-campus thinclads copped the
meet with 28 points. They were
paced by winners Ben Heinrich in
the 600 yard run, Dennis Morin in
the low hurdles, and Tim Marcoulier in the 50 yard dash. Backing up these men in other events
were Steve Merritt, Joe Dahl, and
Harry Vanidestine.
Cumberland Hall placed behind
finishes by Al Lagasse in the 1000 !
and Al Taylor in the high jump
and a 3rd by Paul Leblanc in the
600.
Other 1st place finishes v,ere
John Dowd in the broad jump.
Tom Dyer in the shot-put, and Oak
Hall in the relay.

Kappa Sigma defended its intramural track title by winning Saturday behind the first place finishes of
Walt Nelson in the 50 yard dash
and their relay team. In second
place was Phi Mu Delta with the
first place finishes of Larry Godsoe
in the broad jump and Ivan Brawn
in the shotput. Third place was
taken by Phi Eta Kappa led by Bill

Frosh skiers win
The U-M frosh ski team defeated
Maine Central Institute this past
weekend in its opening match.
U-M Baby Bears won the jumping events 95.05 to 88.70, and
downed MCI in the cross country
95.09 to 94.77.
The top man for the University
Frosh was Mike Micheriz of Rumford, who took first place in the
jumping competition, second place
in the cross country event and first
in the combined competition.
Other point gatherers for the
Frosh in the jumping competition
were Alan Chapman, John Reifschneider, Bob Hatch, and Al
Hodstion.
These four freshmen also placed
well in the cross country race.
Meanwhile, the varsity skiers received a blow when ace jumper
and cross country man Greg Howe
of Bethel suffered an injury in a
practice meet at Kents Hill this
past weekend and underwent surgery for the removal of his spleen.
He will be unable to compete until
March at the earliest date.
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in football, tied for fifth in foul
shooting, and won the track meet.
Phi Kappa Sigma is in contention
with a first place lead in the bowling
league, and a first in the small division in fraternity basketball. PMD
is also undefeated in basketball and
Kappa Sigma stands at 3-2.
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